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Abstract

!
economic andEntrepreneurs are considered as major contributors to a country s 

development and this is proved in many countries worldwide. In early days it was 

believed that entrepreneurs are borne. But now the world has accepted that 

entrepreneurs can be taught and there are factors which can influence a person s 

entrepreneurial thinking. The engineers are expected to have competence in key 

knowledge areas and analytical skill and also expected to be good in innovative 

thinking.

i

■
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j

This research was designed to study on entrepreneurship among graduate engineers in 

Sri Lanka and the data was collected from engineering undergraduates, engineers

running their own business and industryworking in the industry, engineers who are 

experts who can contribute to the knowledge base. From each population the sample

selected based on convenient sampling method.was

The quantitative data was analysed using statistical package (SPSS). The research 

outcome shows that the level of entrepreneurship among engineers in Sri Lanka is low 

but all the internal factors tested on the sample are positive to drive the person towards 

entrepreneurship. But some external factors like funding source unavailability and 

lack of family encouragement are found to be existing. In the knowledge areas 

competent enough in all five areas except legal knowledge and good in
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■

i

engineers are
all the skills except business skills. Engineers show a moderate interest in working 

with people and this might create a problem in running a business. Engineers are 

found to be weak in business skills and this can be identified as a major barrier.

.
'

:

;
It is a widely accepted fact the level of entrepreneurship should be improved among 

engineers to develop the country in the current situation. The level of entrepreneurship 

be improved by changing the curriculum, changing university culture to give

students to be creative, making funding sources available for innovative 

about labour laws and taxation policies.
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freedom to 

projects and giving awareness
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